CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

File No. Y-22.25

MERID. W.M. FOREST SIU

TOWNS. 3 S. RANGE 10 W.

R.D. Hebo COUNTY Tillaumock GCDB# 625120

STATE Oregon

CORNER CWESW1/256

PHOTO IDENTIFICATION DATA

Photo No.

Filed At.

Obj. Ident.

Ident. By

Signature

Geodetic COORDINATE POSITION

NAD 83 Epoch:2002 (Conus96)

North N45°15'46.2301424" W

West W123°51'29.6055000"

El. Height 549.879' IFT

SIGNATURE

CORNOR RECORD (PERPETUATION)

MONUMENT: DESCRIBE NEW MONUMENT SET, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING MONUMENT

Cleared brush around corner, painted bearing trees, replace/maintained signs Maintained Line South 1/4 Mile & West 3/8 Mile, Blazed and Posted to standard

ACCESSORIES: DESCRIBE NEW BT'S WITNESS OBJECTS ETC. ESTABLISHED, OR WORK DONE TO PRESERVE EXISTING EVIDENCE

Marked

9" Alder Bears N 5-1/2" W - 11.4 FT MKD "CWESW1/256""BT on Double Blaze With 3/4" Washer "LS2561" On Lower Blz

7" Fir Bears S 74-1/4" E - 18.0 FT MKD "CWESW1/256""BT on Double Blaze With 3/4" Washer "LS2561" On Lower Blz

MEASUREMENTS BY STAFF COMPASS(15-1/2" DEC) AND STEEL TAPE

DONE BY: Jonathan Drew TITLE LSIT DATE FY 2012 PLS NO/AGENCY/STATE

Certified Cor. Record Prepared? Yes Filed At:

REMARKS

Line of sight to record rebars is now heavily obstructed by reprod on both sides of line. Searching for these rebar was diffcult without the use of EDM or 300' tape neither of which were on hand, new accessories marked and rebar are assumed to be existing as set in 1991 survey.

Geodetic Coordinates Processed from RTK & static GPS from OPUS adjusted Base Station

Index File No Y-22.25 T. 3 S. R. 10 W. Mend. W.M. Cor. CWESW1/256